1. Relay shown in a de-energized state.
2. Mount relay base on an aluminum panel that is to be mounted on the left cabinet side wall.
3. Place a permanent label on the plate reading "EBLT Ø CUTOUT RELAY"

EBLT PROTECTED ONLY PHASE

WBLT PROTECTED ONLY PHASE

1. Relay shown in a de-energized state.
2. Mount relay base on an aluminum panel that is to be mounted on the left cabinet side wall.
3. Place a permanent label on the plate reading "WBLT Ø CUTOUT RELAY"

SBLT PROTECTED ONLY PHASE

NBLT PROTECTED ONLY PHASE

1. Relay shown in a de-energized state.
2. Mount relay base on an aluminum panel that is to be mounted on the left cabinet side wall.
3. Place a permanent label on the plate reading "NBLT Ø CUTOUT RELAY"